
Increasing Accountability, Adaptability, Resilience, Drive, and Courage

SELF-LEADERSHIP
The Motivational IntelligenceTM Course

It is only those who can lead themselves that 
become great Leaders of others.



About Your

PEOPLE
SUCCESSFUL 

MOST

THINK

These are the Characteristics of 
Higher Motivational Intelligence (Mq)



About Those Who

STRUGGLE

THINK

These are the Characteristics of Lower 
Motivational Intelligence (Mq) 



RESULTS

ACTIONS

MOTIVATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

• Achieving Key Metrics
• Aggressive Goals
• Exceeding Objectives

• Mastering Best Practices
• Refining Processes
• Improving Skills

2logical Strategically partners with you to leverage and 
enhance your team’s ACTIONS and RESULTS.

2logical strategically partners with clients to shift team 
motivational intelligence, thus driving better actions 
and helping you achieve higher results.

In today’s ever-changing, ever-competitive global marketplace teams need to 
move faster, adapt quicker and always be looking to capture the winning edge.

The Root Cause of Results is Motivational Intelligence



Skills & Job 
Knowledge

Courage

Initiative

Resilience

Adaptability

Accountability

Creates willingness to embrace change

Creates drive and initiative

Creates open-mindedness
and agility

Creates perseverance and willingness 
to overcome adversity

Creates ownership of goals, learning 
and finding solutions

What Motivational Intelligence looks like in a team



What Your People Will Gain

• Heightened accountability, ownership and initiative: Participants will begin to eliminate excuses and blame, while 
accepting responsibility for their goals, their role in the organization and their need to actively seek solutions to the 
obstacles/challenges they encounter.

• Heightened levels of confidence and esteem: Participants will become more adaptable and accepting of change.

• Improved level of goal-direction: Participants will learn to organize their day in a way that prioritizes the most 
important tasks and ensures that the Highest Payoff Activities take precedence as they invest their time.

• Improved ability to overcome obstacles: Participants will become more persistent and diligent as they approach 
challenging situations.

• Enhance ability to manage comfort zones: Participants will learn to more rapidly move past self-limiting fears and 
comfort zones.

• Increased open-mindedness and willingness to learn: Participants will begin to seek out feedback, analyze setbacks 
and look for ways to continuously improve.



Companies Who Retain Us to Develop Their 
Team’s Motivational Intelligence

www.2logical.com   |   +1 585.586.4141   |   info@2logical.com



The impact of the 2logical approach can best be summed up in the story of Walter. Walter has been working within my 
department for two years now. He is in his late 50’s and has been stuck in the proverbial rut. He was not interested in looking 
at new approaches to old problems and was even less interested in interaction with his peers. Walter would challenge any 
suggestions made for improvement and was generally viewed as unreceptive to change. Talk about a turn around! Walter 
seemed to really latch onto the message of ‘Self-leadership’ and see himself in a new light. He realized that he is in control 
of this future and that feedback makes him stronger. I have seen quite a change in Walter and his ability to interact with his 
peers in a positive exchange of ideas. His job performance has been invigorated and Walter will tell you he owes it all to the 
‘Self-Leadership’ curriculum.

Director of Business Services
Pfizer

The reaction to the training from the my team was incredible to watch. I also got very strong feedback – “amazed”, 
“dumbfounded” and “shocked” were some of the words folks used with me. Opening up their minds prior to jumping into 
some more tactical training was very “logical”! As I perused the room to observe the various role-plays, I could see the 
confidence and literally hear the affirmations. Many told me as well that it was the best training they’ve ever had at P&G.

Vice President of Sales
Procter & Gamble

First, thanks for leading our class last week. It’s clear that you have a passion for helping people and I can say without a 
doubt that you’ve had a significant impact on myself and the rest of my team. I’ve had a number of leadership classes in 
my career including courses developed for IBM (where I worked for 7 years) as well as a course at Harvard. I can easily say 
that I have more actionable take-aways from this course than any I’ve had previously. At the end of the day, it’s all about 
what you do after the learning and your teaching prepared us well to act - thank you for that.

Director, HCC Sales
Baker Hughes | US Land

www.2logical.com   |   +1 585.586.4141   |   info@2logical.com
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